TRY YOUR VERY BEST TO BE PRESENT FOR THE LAB PRACTICAL ON MONDAY, APRIL 28TH. YOU MUST ALERT MS. HUTCHESON IF YOU WILL BE ABSENT ON THAT DAY.

Monday 4/21/08
Objective: Students will review IPC concepts in preparation for TAKS.
Agenda: IPC review with Ms. Philips.
Homework: Finish reading dissection packet. Study for dissection quiz.
Lab Practical (Dissection test) Monday, April 28th.

Tuesday 4/22/08
Objective: Students will study body systems through pig dissections.
Agenda: Dissection quiz, begin dissections.
Lab Practical (Dissection test) Monday, April 28th.

Wednesday 4/23/08; Thursday 4/24/08
Objective: Students will understand the excretory circulatory and respiratory system through pig dissections.
Agenda: Short excretory, circulatory, respiratory systems lecture followed by the dissection of these systems.
Lab Practical (Dissection test) Monday, April 28th.

Friday 4/25/08
Objective: Students will complete their study of the different body systems through dissections.
Agenda: Short reproductive system lecture followed by the dissection of these systems.
Homework: Finish Concept Card questions. These are due Tuesday. Use your notes and online resources to study for your lab practical.
Lab Practical (Dissection test) Monday, April 28th.

Note: All lesson plans are subject to change. Instructions given in class take priority over information posted on the website. As always feel free to email Ms. Hutcheson with questions: ahutches@houstonisd.org
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